
FILE ON MOTORCYCLE COPS STATEMENTS A tN 

1. 1975 WAS time when FBIHQ learned about the motorcycle cops that were never 

interviewed by the EDI Jackson’s statement is noted. Clear that for him Connally 
was struck by the 2"¢ and separate shot. 62-109060-7344. 

62-109060-7345 recommends that since they talked to Jackson no need to talk to 
others. 

Director Kelley asked how many jockies were there. There were 18 motorcycle 
jockies altogether. The FBI interviewed none. 

y 2. Halon cop Martin’s WC testimony. . .He was splattered by blood and tissue while 

ap WG he wss riding back and to the left of the limo. Suggesting that the direction of the 

, 
v 

spray best explained by a shot from the front (stockade fence). 

3. Bobby Hargis WC testimony. . . He was outrider with Martin on left side of limo 
it and sprayed with gore. He was not sure of the number of shots. . . he says could 

w) have been 30 or more to stress the point that things were moving so fast . . He 
yy noted that the limo slowed down ... .before or after the head shot???? Part of his 

. testimony suggests a shot from the west—the stockade fence or grassy knoll. 

4. My piece I did for Lancers on Jackson’s written account of the shooting with 20 H- 
background. , 

sald oS \e er 
5. Jackson’s 6-page account of the Dealey Plaza shooting. . . 

. Hal’s notes from CA 75-0026 that are most useful with the motorcycle cops as 
witnesses. Especially Jackson’s saying that JFK was struck above the right ear. 
Make point about the number of years these men served in law enforcement. 

. Hal’s letter to Quinn Shea has repeat point and good initial impressions. Review 
closely. Stress also that both Chaney and Jackson helped carry JFK and Connally 
from their cars into the hospital. They had close look at each victim’s wounds. 
Another reason for FBI to ignore them and other jockeys. 

C ooke to Gallagher 9/12/1975 62109060-7256 (S 180) See especially p. 3 for 
Malley’s ridiculous and self-subverting reasons why he never lined up the 

aye Aw ? motorcycle cops for-questioning:-.-****2% 0 os 

. / ay rh i? Rosefi to ‘Belmont 12/6/1963 p. All the trouble the FBI took to interview 98 
j rv) “A \ \ \ vi Pallas cops and others who were in the basement when Oswald was shot. FBR. 

Wil ow fbuilds up stats when they reflected well on the bureau and ignored witnesses like 
f a \Y \ \ ' the motorcycle cops when their testimony might be probative. .. ***** Be sure 

\ | WAY ™ Saale th connection. 4 
{ 
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10. Report from 2 FBI agents (names are blacked out/ Hal remarks on this in either #6 
or #7 above) on interviews with Chaney and Jackson on 9/17/1975 ...Go back and 

check with Cooke to Gallagher 9/16/75 62-109060-7345 under action: none of officers 
have cast any doubt on WC conclusions. . . not necessary to interview any others. ***** 
Be sure to see reverse side of doc. 10 for explanation why FBI agents’ names were 
redacted from these reports. 

11. D.J. Jackson’s written statement he wrote that evening of 11/22 after he went 
home. Also cover note from Henry Wade who was responsible for sending 
statement to Hal. 

12. FBI doc. 62-109060-7257 Notes that Lt. Revill stated that former Police Chief 
Curry believed that there were at least two men involved in the assassination. Based this 

on a discussion with (probably Hargis) “who said he had ridden through a spray of blood 
at the time the shots were fired.” 

Also Revill who made it clear that none of the bike jockeys were ever interviewed by the 
FBI. 

13. Cooke to Gallagher 9/5/1975 Revill is cited as telling SA Brown that Curry told 
him about his impression that there were two gunmen. Curry’s statement based 
on (Bobby Hargis) who said he ran through a spray of blood at the time the shots 
were fired. Hargis’ name not mentioned in the document. But check with doc.# 3 
in file for Hargis’ WC testimony. 

14. Page from Chpt. On Oswald/Lovelady 

15. Pages from Palamara’s Medical Reference w/ witness testimony/bike jockies.



Inventory for Drawer “B” 

Folder: 

First 15 docs are indexed..... 

16. Indexing of Douglas Weldon’s piece on the JFK Limo. The hole in the 

windshield. . . .and the spiriting of the limo to Detroit for repair and tohide the 

fact of a shot from the front. Note: There are a few YOUTUBEs on this same 

matter of witnesses and a hole in the windshield. 

17. FBI doc Belmont to Director 12/4/1963 notes that FBI had interviewed 88 

Dallas police who were in the basement on 11/24 when Oswald was gunned 

down by Ruby. . .But failed to interview one of the bike jockeys. 

18. Hal note to Bud re: the Jackson account of the shooting. Ollow up with search 

of Hal’s DPD files.



Inventory for Drawer “B” 

Folder: Dallas Bike Jockies 

First 15 docs are indexed..... 

16. Indexing of Douglas Weldon’s piece on the JFK Limo. The hole in the 

windshield. . . .and the spiriting of the limo to Detroit for repair and tohide the 

fact of a shot from the front. Note: There are a few YOUTUBEs on this same 

matter of witnesses and a hole in the windshield. 

17. FBI doc Belmont to Director 12/4/1963 notes that FBI had interviewed 88 

Dallas police who were in the basement on 11/24 when Oswald was gunned 

down by Ruby. . .But failed to interview one of the bike jockeys. 

18. Hal note to Bud re: the Jackson account of the shooting. Ollow up with search 

of Hal’s DPD files.
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1975 WAS time when FBIHQ learned about the motorcycle cops that were never 

interviewed by the FBI. Jackson’s statement is noted. Clear that for him Connally 
was struck by the 2™ and separate shot. 62-109060-7344. 
109060-7345 recommends that since they talked to Jackson no need to talk to 

others. 

Director Kelley asked how many jockies were there. There were 18 motorcycle 
jockies altogether. The FBI interviewed none. 

A. 

L
o
 

10. 

Hal on cop Martin’s WC testimony. . .He was splattered by blood and tissue while 

he wss riding back and to the left of the limo. Suggesting that the direction of the 
spray best explained by a shot from the front (stockade fence). 

Bobby Hargis WC testimony. . . He was outrider with Martin on left side of limo 
and sprayed with gore. He was not sure of the number of shots. . . he says could 

have been 30 or more to stress the point that things were moving so fast... .He 

noted that the limo slowed down ... .before or after the head shot???? Part of his 
testimony suggests a shot from the west—the stockade fence or grassy knoll. 

My piece I did for Lancers on Jackson’s written account of the shooting with 
background. 

Jackson’s 6-page account of the Dealey Plaza shooting. . . 

Hal’s notes from CA 75-0026 that are most useful with the motorcycle cops as 
witnesses. Especially Jackson’s saying that JFK was struck above the right ear. 
Make point about the number of years these men served in law enforcement. 

Hal’s letter to Quinn Shea has repeat point and good initial impressions. Review 
closely. Stress also that both Chaney and Jackson helped carry JFK and Connally 
from their cars into the hospital. They had close look at each victim’s wounds. 
Another reason for FBI to ignore them and other jockeys. 

C ooke to Gallagher 9/12/1975 62109060-7256 (S 180) See especially p. 3 for 
Malley’s ridiculous and self-subverting reasons why he never lined up the 
motorcycle cops for questioning. .. ****** 

Rosen to Belmont 12/6/1963 p. All the trouble the FBI took to interview 98 
Dallas cops and others who were in the basement when Oswald was shot. FBI 

builds up stats when they reflected well on the bureau and ignored witnesses like 
the motorcycle cops when their testimony might be probative. . . ***** Be sure to 
make this connection.
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10. Report from 2 FBI agents (names are blacked out/ Hal remarks on this in either #6 
or #7 above) on interviews with Chaney and Jackson on 9/17/1975 ...Go back and 
check with Cooke to Gallagher 9/16/75 62-109060-7345 under action: none of officers 
have cast any doubt on WC conclusions. . . not necessary to interview any others. ***** 
Be sure to see reverse side of doc. 10 for explanation why FBI agents’ names were 
redacted from these reports. 

11. D.J. Jackson’s written statement he wrote that evening of 11/22 after he went 

home. Also cover note from Henry Wade who was responsible for sending 
statement to Hal. 

12. FBI doc. 62-109060-7257 Notes that Lt. Revill stated that former Police Chief 
Curry believed that there were at least two men involved in the assassination. Based this 
on a discussion with (probably Hargis) “who said he had ridden through a spray of blood 
at the time the shots were fired.” 

Also Revill who made it clear that none of the bike jockeys were ever interviewed by the 
FBI. 

13. Cooke to Gallagher 9/5/1975 Revill is cited as telling SA Brown that Curry told 
him about his impression that there were two gunmen. Curry’s statement based 

on (Bobby Hargis) who said he ran through a spray of blood at the time the shots 
were fired. Hargis’ name not mentioned in the document. But check with doc.# 3 
in file for Hargis’ WC testimony. 

14. Page from Chpt. On Oswald/Lovelady 

15. Pages from Palamara’s Medical Reference w/ witness testimony/bike jockies.


